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Stephen will use his versatility with the camera to capture a series of different moods and poses, 
at your own home, the beach, gardens, or any suitable location within the city limits. 

  

The photography sitting may include individuals, couples, family groups or any combination of these. 
  

Emphasis is on simplicity and elegance….  to create natural looking, reasonably priced images 
to enhance your memories, which you will treasure for years. 

  

The original images are processed as preview photographs,  
ready for collection approximately one week after the photography sitting. 

  

All reorders are available as real photos or digital files. Please refer to our separate photograph price list. 

 

platinum portrait sitting 
  

  Includes the photography session and 20 original preview photographs.    $185 
Allow 1 hour for this photography session. This sitting is best suited to larger family groups. 
  

silver portrait sitting 
  

Includes the photography session and 10 original preview photographs        $125 
Allow 30 minutes for this photography session.  This is better suited to individuals, couples  
and smaller family groups. 
  

after hours & mileage charges 
  

Mileage for both ways of the journey out of the city limits is charged at    $1/km 
An afterhours or weekend surcharge applies.       $55 

  

black & white or colour 
  

Stephen records all the images in colour, but by using some of the latest technology available, 
converting the colour images to black and white is a relatively uncomplicated task. 

A small conversion fee may be applicable. 
  

  

clothing, make up & hairstyle guide 
  

Avoid clothing with bright colours & bold patterns as these tend to draw the viewer’s eye away from the person.    Simple 
designs work well as do lighter colours work and pastel shades are even more flattering. Colour coordination of the clothing 
within a family group will tend to help create successful pictures.  Avoid makeup that is too ‘heavy’, a light ‘day’ makeup 
usually works best. Men, it is a good idea to shave shortly before the photography session, as this will help to remove a ‘five 
o’clock shadow’.  Brand new hairstyles often result in disappointing portrait results. It is better to use a ‘tried and tested 
hairstyle’.  Men, avoid having your hair cut the day of the session, as the hair ends tend to stick out. 

 

 

NN..BB..  Ownership of the image files and original Copyright License will remain with Stephen Jones Photography. 
  

The sitting fee is to be paid prior to, or at the photography session. 
All prices include G.S.T.             Prices Valid as at 1 April 2020 

 
  

It is wise to discuss your full requirements, arrangements, and the style of photography 
to be used on your Portrait with Stephen well before the photography session. 

Please phone 868 8288 to make an appointment to discuss your requirements. 
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